
 

	
MARCEL PETITE LE COMTÉ – FORT AGED AOP 

SELECTED BY WILL STUDD 
 (MAR-sell pe-TEE con-TAY) 
 
ORIGIN    Franche-Comtè, France 
MILK     Cow (raw milk) 
RENNET TYPE   Animal rennet 
STYLE   Hard cheese, cooked curd 
SIZE & SHAPE   40kg flat wheels 
CLASSIFICATION                 Artisan 
APPROXIMATE AGE    16-18 months 
 
CHARACTERISTICS  
Marcel Petite one of the most respected Affineurs in France selects this Comte 
Gruyere and ages it for Will Studd to wear the prestigious red ‘crown’ of quality. He 
hand selects young wheels of cheese to mature based on a flavour profile rather 
than an age profile. These hand selected wheels are aged under a cold maturation 
system at 1,100 metres in the 19th century underground Fort of Saint-Antoine high 
in the mountains of the French / Swiss border. These cheeses are made by small 
dairies in the Jura and are carefully graded before, during & after maturation. They 
have a rich concentrated nutty texture & a gentle caramel sweet honey flavour 
reflecting the rich milk of the Montbéliard cattle that graze the natural mountain 
pastures. 
 
A little history  
Comte is ancient type of Gruyere, similar to the large mountain cheeses made in 
the Alps, on the borders of France & Switzerland. Their name is derived from the 
forest known as gruyeres whose timber was once used to fuel the heat of the 
copper cauldrons of cheese curd. Comte now represents the largest volume of all 
the cheeses produced in the AOP system.   
It takes 530L of milk, the daily production of 30 cows to make 1 wheel of Comte. 
 
Goes well with – wines of the Jura or Chardonnay, Viognier, Aged Sake 
 
Similar cheeses –  Beaufort d’Alpage, Swiss Gruyere 
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